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Many Navies and government Procurement Executives look enviously at the comparatively low initial cost of 
commercial tonnage being designed, built and delivered quickly and apparently offering a useful and immediate 
capability.  Commercial ships are designed to known and established rules and standards and within known regulatory 
frameworks.  Taking commercial ships from trade is one potential solution but this often leads to a minimum capability 
and considerable modification cost.  Patching into the commercial supply chain to deliver fully capable Naval 
Auxiliaries seems initially attractive but once overlaid with the Naval procurement process, standards, rules and 
regulations it quickly becomes a bespoke procurement for the shipyard, incurring the usual high costs and risks of the 
unknown. This paper considers a third way of adapting suitable commercial ship designs at the design stage but 
maintaining their commercial constructability right up to the later stages of the programme after which a naval upgrade 
programme delivers the full capability from the modified ship.   Managing the transition from one supply chain to the 
next and maintaining the benefits of each requires a ship designed for this transition.  This paper describes such a 
design concept suitable for Naval Auxiliary duties. 
 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 
dwt – deadweight 
CBRN – Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear 
HFO – Heavy Fuel Oil 
Lub oil – Lubricating Oil 
MARPOL – MARine POLlution regulations 
MGO – Marine Gas Oil 
PD – Preliminary Design 
Ro-Ro Roll-On / Roll-Off 
TEU – Twenty foot Equivalent Unit 
UnRep – Underway Replenishment 
VERTREP – Vertical Replenishment from helicopter 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The world’s changing geo-politics have seen an upsurge 
in warships being deployed worldwide in multinational 
operations.  Nations involved in these often fast-
developing crises are seeking to put early entry forces 
into theatre to rapidly stabilise the situation through their 
presence or to take some form of military action.  
 
Sustaining presence demands long term support to those 
forces, and that in turn requires re-supply.  Getting into 
theatre rapidly also demands either pre-positioning or 
support along the route for fuel to allow a rapid transit.  
For all these reasons many nations are looking to acquire 
or to improve their Underway Replenishment (UnRep) 
capability. 
 
Attracting the attention of Governments, Navies and 
acquisition authorities are the recent changes in 
International Maritime Organisation regulation in 
particular MARPOL with its amendment of 2003 [1] 

terminating category one tankers (>20,000dwt crude, fuel, 
HFO or lub oil as cargo and not complying with post 
1980 regulations) without double hulls in 2005 and Cat 2 
and 3 tankers (>20,000dwt complying with post 1980 
regulations or 5,000 – 20,000 dwt) without double hulls 
from 2010 – hence the rather accelerated acquisition 
timescales facing many navies 
 
Currently two ways of providing new MARPOL 
compliant capability are generally considered: taking 
ships up from trade and converting them or building new 
ships. 
 
Taking ships up from trade provides many advantages 
but also has many drawbacks.  The advantages include 
the speed of response - to take a ship up from trade, 
convert it and have a capability in service can take less 
than a year. However, selecting the right type of ship to 
be converted needs careful consideration in particular in 
understanding what can be achieved as the end result.  
Naval requirements are for ships capable of keeping up 
with a task group, normally working at speeds greater 
than 18 knots, with good station keeping and 
manoeuvring characteristics, and an efficient hullform.  
The Naval replenishment ship generally has a 
considerably larger working crew than a commercial 
tanker due to the nature of the Underway Replenishment 
operation and with most navies there is also an aviation 
capability with the accompanying crew requirement. 
These requirements do not fit with conventional 
commercial tanker designs.  They tend to be designed for 
service speeds of around 14 knots with a small crew and 
little room for aviation facilities. 
 
One of the current major drawbacks of a conversion 
option is availability of a donor hull and, as a result, 
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donor hull costs are relatively high. Currently double-
hulled tankers cannot be built fast enough in the 
commercial yards to fulfil demand hence leasing fees and 
revenue from the commercial ships are high thereby 
reducing the incentive for owners to dispose of valuable 
assets.   
 
The strength of the new build option is that the ship can 
be tailored to the requirement, but new builds in naval 
yards are often expensive.  This creates difficult choices 
for the naval decision-maker, who recognises the 
importance of these ships, but is often under pressure to 
deliver more high-profile surface combatants.   
 
A third option may fulfill the requirement adapting a 
commercial containership which are generally designed 
for higher speeds.  MARPOL regulations will mean that 
these container ships will need to be provided with 
double hulls but a containership’s structure seems 
remarkably well suited to such a conversion.   
 
 
2. DEVELOPING AND DELIVERING 

COMMERCIAL SHIPS 
 
Rolls-Royce has significant experience with the 
commercial supply chain having delivered designs from 
which over 700 ships have been constructed including 
complex offshore vessels, products tankers, Ro-Ros, and 
Ro-Pax vessels from shipyards world-wide [2]. Figure 01 
shows a fast Ro-Pax designed by Rolls-Royce ship 
design team. 

 
Figure 01 – Rolls-Royce designed Ro-Pax 

 
 
The programme for a merchant vessel is very rapid 
indeed. Beginning with the production of a concept 
design (about 500 manhrs and 3 months) and usually 
worked up by a designer in close co-operation with the 
owner.  Design/Quoatation documentation usually 
includes General Arrangements, 3-D Visualisations, brief 
vessel specification, and cost benefit assessments.  Once 
the owner is content that the ship designed is what he 
requires the next phase of Performance Documentation is 
developed.  This will be somewhere between 1,000 and 
3,000 manhours work and take 3 – 6 months.  

Documentation produced here will include tank plan and 
capacities, stability and freeboard assessment, weight 
assessment, vessel performance, resistance and 
propulsion. At this stage the shipyard (or shipyards) will 
tender against the Performance Documentation quoting a 
fixed price and delivery   The tender period is short and 
the bid response documentation produced is minimal. 
 
Once a contract has been entered into between the 
shipyard and the owner the Main Class Drawings 
(Structural design, structural scantlings, deck layouts, 
machinery and electrical system drawings and 
calculations.) are produced.  This will take around 6 
months and involve 10,000 to 30,000 manhours 
depending on the complexity of the vessel. 
 
Following the approval of the main class drawings, 
detailed design and construction drawings are produced, 
usually by the shipyard’s own design office in order to 
maximise the yards construction capabilities. 
 
Compare this with a minimal naval auxiliary tender and 
contract process. Where, because of the governmental 
requirement for competition, the bid is for a funded 
Preliminary Design followed by a detailed design and 
construction [3]. 
 
The design effort pre-contract (sufficient to illustrate that 
the design intent is worthy of realising a PD contract) 
might be of the order of 3 – 6 months and 1,000 to 2,000 
manhours. Documentation produced would include Ship 
Characteristics, GAs, Accomodation arrangements, 
Topside configurations, Mission Equipment spaces, 
single-digit weight estimate, propulsion and electrical 
system schematics, and a production schedule. 
 
During the PD phase a considerable amount of study 
work and trade-offs are required to demonstrate beyond 
question that value for money has been achieved for the 
taxpayer and the right solutions reached.  Documentation 
produced during this phase includes the following: a 
Preliminary Design report, Reliability and 
Maintainability Analysis, 3-digit weight estimate, margin 
policy, Master Equipment List, structure including 
midship section and scantling drawings, stability 
assessment, hull lines, offsets, hydrodynamics including 
speed, powering and seakeeping analysis, model test 
plans, tank capacities, ship manoeuvring analysis and 
control systems, General Arrangement drawings, 
compartment arrangements, system schematics, mission 
spaces, topside arrangements and navigation 
arrangements. Propulsion System analysis, endurance 
calculations, automation system description, electrical 
load analysis, generator selection analysis, damage 
control arrangements and communications matrix are 
typical of a relatively simple procurement activity taking 
around 50,000 to 100,000 manhours and 6 months to 18 
months to complete. 
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Following this customer funded activity the government 
is able to proceed to detailed design and build, a phase 
that takes some two to four years. 
 
Of course where there isn’t a funded PD study then the 
contractor may be asked to achieve the PD level of 
documentation output in order simply to tender - a quite 
significant outlay for most commercial yards and not one 
which can be undertaken frequently or in parallel with 
winning regular commercial work. 
 
3. ADAPTING COMMERCIALLY TRADING 
SHIPS OR TAKING SHIPS UP FROM TRADE 
 
Taking ships up from trade can be a very cost effective 
and readily available solution to an immediate 
requirement.  The success of such a venture depends 
upon what the ‘Naval’ role of the vessel will be and how 
close the donor vessel’s existing capability is to the 
requirement.  Some good examples are Forward Repair 
ships, where very similar requirements for both Navy and 
the Offshore industry exist, and with Ro-Ro/Logistics 
vessels, where transport of vehicles and vehicles carrying 
logistics from A-to-B is a similar role for the Navy and 
Merchant marine.  These vessels are not required to 
operate ‘up-threat’ and hence can rely upon commercial 
construction rules including Flag-state safety regulations. 
Figure 02 illustrates a recent commercial design based 
Ro-RO Logistics / container vessel. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 02 – Ro-Ro Logistics Ship 
 
Adapting commercially trading ships for Underway 
replenishment is also often considered.  This is normally 
aimed at adapting trading product tankers to deliver fuel 
whilst at sea.  A recent example, HMAS Sirius, 
illustrates some of the benefits and some of the 
compromises inherent in such a project. 
 
Navies’ requirements for Underway Replenishment vary 
but essentially they require a capability to provide clean 
fuel, lubricants, dry stores, and sometimes ammunition, 
to the underway fleet.  Replenishment ships are also 
required to provide valuable aviation assets both to 
VERTREP personnel and stores to other ships and to 
maintain the rotary wing assets of the ships own 
helicopters and those of the larger fleet.   

 

 
 
 

Figure 03 – Replenishment Rigs 
 
Fuels and Lubricants, including a ships own fuels, can 
vary from about 9,000dwt to 25,000dwt – a typical mix 
of liquid cargo for the larger vessel might be 15,000cu.m 
of Marine Gas Oil, 7,000cu.m of Aviation Fuel 
1,000cu.m of Fresh Water and 300cu.m of Lub Oil.  
Often added to this is a dry cargo and provisions 
requirement of about 5,000cu.m and maybe some 
container stowage.  At sea delivery of stores and liquids 
is achieved by Replenishment-At-Sea/Fuelling-At-Sea 
RAS/FAS equipment, illustrated in fugure 03. 
 
The Aviation Capability will require around 55m of ship 
length for a credible single-spot flight deck and a hangar 
capable of a (second line) maintenance and helo stowage 
– more for a twin spot flight deck This is shown in figure 
04. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 04 – Aviation arrangements on an Underway  

Replenishment Ship 
 
In order to keep up with a task group the ship will need 
to be able to maintain task group speed which is 18 knots, 
and would be more effective and able to move around the 
group if it has a speed of 20 knots.  For some navies a 
speed in excess of 27 knots would be required.  
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Add the aviation team to a ship’s crew capable of 
operating around the clock and delivering fuel and stores 
at sea to two ships simultaneously and the ship 
accommodation requirement will be around 90 to 110 
berths. 
 
The ship hull needs to be efficient as well as dynamically 
stable.  The directional stability is required to enable the 
ship to take position some 30m from the ship it is 
replenishing and maintain that course. 
 
The operational profile of a typical Replenishment ship is 
also rather different from that of a commercially trading 
products tanker [4].  The Replenishment ship spends 
considerably more time at slow to medium ship speeds 
than the A-to-B commercial vessel. This requires a much 
more flexible propulsion system capable of sustained 
operation at speeds other than the single design point of a 
commercial vessel.   
 
In terms of carrying fuel oil a critical characteristic, and 
the single most important requirement driving much 
replenishment ship acquisition activity currently, is 
MARPOL regulations requiring fuel oil carrying ships to 
have double-hulls.  The International Maritime 
Organisation’s Maritime Pollution (MARPOL) 
convention covers prevention of pollution of the marine 
environment by ships but provides an exemption for 
naval vessels. However given that replenishment vessels 
operate away from home waters, the potential 
environmental impact, and the potentially limited access 
that could apply to an ‘exempted’ vessel is leading many 
navies to speed up acquisition of compliant vessels [5].  
Given that MARPOL was introduced in 1973 and 
updated in 1992 plenty of time existed for the fleet to be 
updated by the required date of 2015 (Cat 2 and 3 
tankers).  However in 2003 IMO brought forward the 
cut-off for operation of Cat 1 tankers to 2005 (Many 
Unrep ships would be subject to this) and Cat 2 and 3 
tankers to 2010 – Hence the accelerated acquisition 
timescales facing many navies. 
 
But double hulls are only part of the fuel oil issue.  Naval 
ships run on F76, a distillate fuel similar to the 
commercially available Marine Gas Oil MGO [6].   
Unlike MGO, F76 has often been stored for long periods 
of time before use on the naval ship.  Contamination with 
particulates, water and microbial growth means that 
‘dirty’ fuel will be transferred unless significant and 
continuous cleaning is undertaken underway by the 
delivering ship: the Frigate Captain will be distinctly 
unhappy to receive dirty fuel which will then overwhelm 
his own fuel polishing system [7].  
 
Delivering fuel and stores at sea is limited by sea 
conditions.  A dominant factor in the sea state under 
which operations can be undertaken is ship length as 
pitch is a significant limiting factor [8].   Delivering fuel 
in SS7 and stores in SS6 will require a ship of at least 

200m whereas ships of 170m or 150m will be at a Sea 
State or two disadvantage due to ship motion. 
 
Features most associated with Naval vessels such as 
shock tolerance are not generally demanded but the 
Replenishment ship’s radiated noise could well become 
an issue during the replenishment activity.  If operating 
within a radius of the operational fleet some minimum 
CBRN and a damage stability criteria of at least two-
compartment is the minimum most countries would 
accept.    
 
Selecting the right type of donor ship to be converted 
therefore needs careful consideration.  A commercial 
products tanker provides a maximum speed of 15knots, 
no aviation capability, no Replenishment at Sea 
capability and very limited dry stores.  The crew size on 
a vessel  would normally be in the mid-twenties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 05 - Typical Products Tanker 

 
In order to provide the additional capabilities necessary 
for an effective replenishment ship a significant amount 
of work would need to be undertaken unless 
compromises are accepted on operational capability.  A 
flight deck and hangar would need to be added. Putting 
the flight deck in front of the bridge due to the aft 
mounted accommodation structure provides a very poor 
flightdeck position especially as additional 
accommodation would need to be added and the RAS 
rigs will prove a flying hazard.  Landing on top of tanks 
full of fuel is unlikely to pass a safety case and hence 
flying may not even be allowed.  Adding the flight deck 
aft will require a significant cantilevered structure over 
the transom and would still not allow anything more than 
a flying spot with poor access for VERTREP stores. 
 
The Replenishment Rigs will need to be added, together 
with their additional winches, and generator capacity, 
about 1.25MW per rig is required.  Accommodation will 
also need to be added for a further 30 or more people, 
and a further 30 if an aviation complement is included. 
Then there are lifeboats, larger galley and stores, 
communal spaces, messes, dining rooms, garbage 
disposal, waste disposal, air-conditioning systems and 
sewage treatment. 
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Adding additional bulkheads to comply with two-
compartment damage stability is unlikely to be worth 
considering.  Similarly resiliently mounting machinery to 
reduce noise signature is unlikely to be undertaken. 
 
A tanker hullform is bluff bowed and has a very high 
block coefficient to enable it to carry plenty of cargo in 
its length at a relatively low speed.  This however means 
that inflows into the propellers and rudders is poor, 
efficiency is low and noise relatively high.  Most 
commercial tankers have poor directional stability and 
tend to course-weave and hence will not provide a very 
effective ship to provide stores to another ship in close 
proximity. 
 
Even a substantially modified tanker will not provide the 
speed performance or capabilities required for an 
Underway Replenishment Ship unless operational 
requirements are significantly compromised. 
 
The Royal Australian Navy ship HMAS Sirius provides a 
recent and very successful example of such a project.  [9].  
An underway replenishment capability was achieved by 
adapting the double-hulled commercial products tanker, 
MV Delos.  Delos was acquired by the Commonwealth 
in June of 2004 for $52m (US$35.7m) and timechartered 
until August 2005 for $8.22m.  After undergoing 
modifications ($63m) for underway replenishment, 
improved accommodation and sewage treatment plant 
upgrade, command and control facilities, the installation 
of a solids cargo container deck, and having a flight deck 
fitted, she was renamed HMAS Sirius and delivered in 
September 2006. Sirius carries around 30,000cu.m of 
fuel and about 5,000cu.m of aviation fuel.  She has 
accommodation for 60, can replenish ships at sea by day 
and night, is capable of replenishing two ships 
simultaneously, and has transfer points for fuel, water 
and stores.  Sirius achieves speeds of 15 knots with a 
single directly driven shaft, powered by a hard-mounted 
6 cylinder slow-speed engine.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 06 – HMAS Sirius in operation after her 
conversion from MV Delos 

Although considered a success in terms of a project 
which is underbudget and ahead of timescale it should be 
noted that the original Commonwealth Defence 
requirement [9] identified that the current vessel 
(Westralia) because of its maximum speed of 16 knots 
was not able to fully integrate with any task group that 
required flexibility to operate at higher speeds That it had 
limited facilities and the inability to land on the flight 
deck aft means a reduced aviation capability that 
degrades afloat support effectiveness.  The capability 
guidance also stated that ships within the maritime 
operations support capability should have a maximum 
speed in excess of 18 knots [10].  Environmental 
expediency and a rapidly approaching MARPOL 
deadline modified operational requirements and has 
delivered an environmentally sustainable ship ship with 
rather similar characteristics to the one it has replaced.  
 
  
4. BUILDING NAVAL AUXILIARIES WITH THE  

COMMERCIAL SUPPLY CHAIN 
 
The Authors’ company has significant experience with 
the commercial supply chain having delivered designs 
from which over 700 ships have been constructed 
including complex offshore vessels, products tankers, 
Ro-Ros, and Ro-Pax vessels from shipyards world-wide.   
 
A solution to the MARPOL/Military Capability dilemma 
is to utilise an existing commercial design capability to 
design a replenishment ship based wholly on commercial 
Class and Flag rules but having in mind the naval 
capability requirement.  The design is based on the most 
appropriate hull form from the current portfolio.  For a 
20knot plus design this will most likely be either a Ro-
Ro or Container Ship design. 
 
This hull form is then adapted at the design phase to 
include the liquids and solids storage, the aviation 
facilities including flight deck and hangar, the 
replenishment system, and the additional accommodation 
and support infrastructure.  The ship design draws on the 
experience of a range of ship designs including products 
tankers and Ro-Pax. 
 
Keeping wholly to a commercial specification, Class 
Commercial Rules, and Flag regulations and building 
and delivering the ship, in a manner that the Commercial 
Shipbuilding supply chain is comfortable with, can 
generate a significant capability at an acceptable price.   
 
The key advantage of these ships is that they are 
purpose-designed for Replenishment at Sea with 
dedicated stores handling areas and equipment, aviation 
facilities to provide fleet helicopter support and 
maintenance, and the ability to provide solids or liquid 
stores quickly and efficiently. This approach enables a 
navy to adopt a commercial ship design with a basic 
level of Replenishment capability but incorporates spaces 
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where additional capability can be added., Margins are 
set for the full capability vessel. 
 
The adoption of commercial standards is not a hindrance 
for a ship that is designed for robustness with redundancy 
in power and propulsion to provide a survivable platform. 
Survivability can be quickly and cost-effectively made 
under incremental upgrades planned in at the design 
stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 07 – Replenishment ship derived from a 
commercial portfolio of suitable hull designs. 

 
 
Such a design was reviewed at a recent conference [8] 
and is illustrated in Figure 08. 
 
The ship is one of a family of vessels offering 14,000dwt, 
19,000dwt and 25,000dwt.  Propulsion options include 
Mechanical Drive, All-Electric and a number of hybrid 
options.   
 
The reality most Procurement Executives, when 
presented with the opportunity to acquire a new vessel, 
go about in the same way as a combatant.  Flag 
regulations, if it is a civilian manned, are unavoidable 
(and sometimes contradictory with naval rules), but Class 
Rules become ‘Naval Rules’, not substantially different 
but a new set of rules nevertheless and a relatively 
unknown quantify for a yard building to Commercial 
Rules day-in/day-out.  The ship’s specification is an 
order of magnitude larger than the typical commercial 
contract specification and then there’s the ILS 
requirements, the tender process and bid response and the 
extended timescales..  Arguably all necessary for naval 
ship procurement but not something that a successful 
commercial yard will give more than a passing glance to 
before moving on to the next commercial build.  
 
5. MAXIMISING THE COMMERCIAL SUPPLY 

CHAIN 
 
In order to maximise the commercial supply chain then it 
is considered necessary to design and build a commercial 
ship to commercial rules in a commercial yard using 
commercial documentation procurement procedures and 
processes.  The completed commercial ship is then fed 
into the naval supply chain to complete the outfit to naval 
rules, documentation and procedures.  The basis for such 
an acquisition rests on the ability to design a commercial 

ship that requires minimum adaptation to realise the 
naval replenishment ship role including the potential to 
convert the vessel back to the commercial role. 
 
In order to meet a deadweight of 25,000dwt, a speed >20 
knots and a significant aviation platform it is considered 
that the most appropriate starting point for the design is a 
2,500TEU container vessel. 
 
 

Figure 08 2,500 TEU Container Vessel as the donor 
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design for a full-capability Replenishment Ship 
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Hydrodynamically this hull form is well suited for the 
23knot service speed required of a container ship of this 
size 220m and Fn of 0.26 and although this is a little 
faster than required by most navies the increase in speed 
is expected to be most welcome. The vessel will also 
have good directional stability and can be designed to 
meet Naval Static Stability – two compartment rules.  
 
Structurally the major cell guide bulkheads are well 
positioned for division into the fuel, lub oil and fresh 
water tanks required by the replenishment ship.  
Importantly the whole structural style works well in 
designing a double hull arrangement for a tanker.  The 
structural mid-section of the containership is shown in 
figure 10 and that of the Replenishment ship in figure 13.   
 
 

igure 09 2,500 TEU Container Vessel structural 

 
 
F
midship section 
 
 
 

The calculated steelweight for the containership is 8,147t 
and for the Replenishment ship is 11682; a difference in 
steelweight of just 3,535t.  Structural modifications affect 
the gunwhale strake and of course the closing decks.   
 

 
 
Figure 10 2,500 TEU Container Vessel structural 
midship section 
 
 
Overall the structural modifications are straightforward 
and quick to implement with little steel wasted on the 
transition from containership to replenishment ship 
. 
 
 

 2
Figure 11 Comparison of profile between the Containership and Replenishment Ship showing the position 
of the superstructure block and the space devoted to aviation. In terms of arrangements, the superstructure 

and accommodation block is positioned about a third of the way from the stern, perfectly positioned for 
ding the extensive aviation flight deck and hangar required of a replenishment ship even after the numbead r 

of berths are increased.
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6. NAVAL-CAPABILITY OUTFITTING 
 
Once the container vessel has been received into the 
naval-capability outfitting yard conversion can begin. 
 
The base vessel sets an excellent staring point 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12 Open structure container vessel provides the 
basis for conversion and internal bulkheads can be fitted 
within main structure without major modifications 
 
The vessels internal tank structure needs installing but no 
major bulkheads are required to be moved of modified. 
 

 
 
The structural mid-section is illustrated in figure 14 and 
shows the addition of the new gunwhale strake and decks 
to close in the vessel 
 

igure 13 25,000 Replenishment Vessel structural 

 
 
 
F
midship section after conversion from the Containership 
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Figure 14 Before and after 
 



 

Figure 15 General Arrangement Drawing of the final Replenishment Ship 
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10. SUMMARY  
 
There is a increase in demand for new Replenishment 
Ships, in part due to increased Blue-water activity and in 
part because of IMO MARPOL regulations and the new 
implementation dates that governments are choosing to 
comply with. 
 
Delivering Replenishment Ship capability can be 
achieved by taking ships up from trade and converting 
them, however, although a capability can be achieved in 
a short timescale and to a tight budget, the capability 
which arises from such a conversion falls some way short 
of what navies’ operational requirements demand: an 
effective stop-gap to meet environmental demands but 
not a complete solution  
 
Delivering new tonnage via the Naval supply chain is 
expensive and prolonged but patching into the 
commercial supply chain is disruptive and unlikely to 
achieve the desired results. 
 
Taking a third way approach, maximising the 
commercial supply chain by designing and building a 
donor vessel which is easily and quickly adaptable to a 
Replenishment Ship without compromise on significant 
operational parameters is both feasible and cost effective. 
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